INTRODUCTION
MATHER (1949) introduced tests of generation means for epistasis which were elaborated by Cavalli (1952) , Anderson and Kempthorne (i954), Jinks (1956) and Hayman (ii) . Models of certain epistatic systems were described by Griffing (1950) , Powers (1951) and Homer, Comstock and Robinson (1955) . More general models were developed by Anderson and Kempthorne Hayman (1954a) and Hayman and Mather to describe the genetic variation present in two inbred lines and their descendant families. Anderson and Kempthorne showed in particular that all the information about additive, dominance and digenic epistatic variation available in the means of generations descended from two inbred lines is contained in just six parameters.
Here we describe the estimation from various experiments of six related parameters. We discover whether any useful measures of epistasis exist and investigate the problem of separating additive and dominance effects from epistatic effects. 
mean = m+d+flh+c2i+2flj+/32l
(i) P and F' are the means of the two parent families and F1 is the mean of their progeny. F,, F, and F4 are the means of generations descending from this cross by selfing. B and B' are the means of the first backcrosses to the parents while BS and BS' are the means of the progeny of selfing these first backcross families. between additive effects, j between additive and dominance effects.
and I between dominance effects, all with due allowance for association.
A parameter similar to h has already been used by Hayman (i954b) in connection with diallel crosses. Anderson and Kempthorne's (1954) Their E and C measure dominance and interactions between dominance effects, like our h and 1, but their F, combining additivity and dominance, and their L and M, measuring pooled interactions of the constituents of F, are not so easy to interpret. Another difference between these two sets of parameters should be explained. Those of Anderson and Kempthorne (1954) explicitly contain interactions between genes by which the parents differ and genes which are identical in the parents, whereas we have not mentioned these interactions. When, as in our case, one cross and its descendants are under consideration such epistasis may be incorporated in m, d and h and ignored as long as attention is confined to genetic material derived from the two parents. Of course, when several crosses with some parents in common are considered, such epistasis must be accounted for in the model because genes for which one pair of parents are identical may have alleles in other parents. SEPARATION OF EPISTATIC VARIATION 373 The parameters are fitted by the method of least weighted squares as outlined by Cavalli (1952) . The necessity for different weights has a variety of causes. Most important is the reduction in the expected error of the means of later generations occasioned by the great numbers of individuals in these generations. As well as this statistical effect is the generation effect noted by Hayman (I97) in maize and cotton. This could be due to differences between heterozygous and homozygous generations or between segregating and genetically homogeneous generations. Stability may also be under genetic control (Jinks and Mather, 1955) and so vary from family to family. Thus each mean has its own error variance Ep, Er., EF1, etc., obtained from duplicates in the experiment. For example, if VP is the variance between the n duplicate plots of one parent then = Vp/n. We assume that n is large enough for these variances to be assumed reasonably constant. Further, no correlations between means are supposed to arise from the experimental layout.
The first step in the examination of the means is to fit m, d and h and to test for goodness of fit. If the x2 is significant m, d, h, i, j and I are fitted and tested. Let the estimates in the first step be * J* and g* and those in the second step in, d 1, j and 1.
When epistasis is absent iñK, d* and g* measure a constant, additivity and dominance. When epistasis is present and the data fit the sixparameter model in, d, fl, 1, j and 1 measure a constant, additivity, dominance and the three kinds of epistasis. In these circumstances the deviations of the observed generation means from their expectations on the three-parameter model are epistatic in nature and reveal just what kinds of epistasis influence any given mean. When epistasis occurs it would be convenient to be able to derive €pistasis-free expectations of the generation means or, in other words, to discover what these means would have been if the genes had not interacted interallelically. We use expectations based on lñ*, d* and ,al though these contain an epistatic element since m, d and h are not orthogonal to i, j and 1 in the equations of expectation. A better approach might seem to be to use the estimates of m, d and h from the six-parameter model to supply the expectations. Unfortunately such expectations are also not free of epistasis and we must delve in to the definitions of m, d and h in the presence of epistasis to understand why this should be so. Readers interested in the more practical side of this work should pass straight on to the experimental results.
The difficulty lies in a fundamental difference between genetic and statistical experiments. In a two-factor experiment, such as a nitrogen and phosphorus fertiliser trial with each fertiliser at three levels, the yield at one level of, say, nitrogen is obtained averaged over the three levels of phosphorus. If the fertilisers interact we still measure the mean yield at one level of nitrogen in the same way and we measure the interaction between any particular combination of 2A2 374 B. I. HAYMAN nitrogen and phosphorus by the difference between the corresponding observed yield and the average of the mean yields at the particular levels of nitrogen and phosphorus. As far as this experiment is concerned, unique measures of the effects of each fertiliser separately can be obtained whether the fertilisers interact or not. If now the experiment is repeated with the nitrogen at the same three levels but with the phosphorus at three different levels the yield at each level of nitrogen can still be obtained but, if the fertilisers interact, these yields may bear no relation to the yields at each nitrogen level in the first experiment. In other words, the effects of one factor cannot be compared between the two experiments because the other factor has altered, Of course, this often does not matter because each experiment may be sufficient in itself for the time and place at which it is performed. The analogous genetical factors are genes, each with three levels, AA, Aa and aa. In a two-gene system the additive effect d0 of gene A may be measured by either (AABB-aaBB), (AABb-aaBb) or ?,-(AAbb----aabb) or by any average of these three quantities, and dominance ha of gene A is measured by AaBB-4(AABB+aaBB), AaBb-(AABb+aaBb) or Aabb-(AAbb+aabb) or by any average of these quantities. In a particular population the quantities would be averaged in proportion to the frequencies of the levels of the genetic factor B. In an F2 family, for example, da would be an average of the three corresponding quantities above with frequencies , and respectively. This one population is the analogue of one statistical experiment above. In an F3 population the proportions would be and * while for some purposes proportions , o and are convenient. Each of these populations corresponds in our analogy to a single statistical experiment although the differences between our populations are ones of weight, and not of level, of the factors. If the two genes do not interact all these definitions of da and ha are equivalent and da and ha are defined uniquely but when digenic epistasis occurs the definitions of da and ha in each population are different. Here lies the crux of the matter. One of our genetical experiments contains several populations, each analogous to one of a set of not easily comparable statistical experiments. Further, since we do not make comparisons within our populations, all our comparisons must be between populations in each of which our parameters should have different definitions.
Actually the situation is not as hopeless as it might seem, for the fact that the differences between our populations are differences in the proportions and not in the levels of the genetical factors enables us to relate the parameters in the various populations. As a standard it is convenient to define da, ha, ab'Iab and 1ab against an F2 background population at the other loci controlling the character in question. These are the parameters we have introduced above and, with the exception of the constant term, are the parameters of Hayman and SEPARATION OF EPISTATIC VARIATION 375 . If tla 'a 1ab' Jab and 1ab are defined against a background population with proportions (p, q, r) at the other loci then Hayman (1954a) Here we have assumed that digenic, but no higher order epistasis, may occur. The inverse transformation is obtained by interchanging barred and unbarred parameters and changing the signs of p -r and q -4. Evidently measures of digenic epistasis can be defined uniquely if higher order epistasis is absent but measures of additivity and dominance defined in one population must be corrected by epistatic terms for use in other populations.
If (p, q, r) describes the proportions in one of the generations in our list above then it may be shown from the above transformation that expectations in terms of parameters defined against a (p, q, r) background population may be written down as follows. Write m alone for the expectation of the mean of the generation in question.
Write m together with appropriate terms in d and h for the other generations. Add i, j and I terms in accordance with equation (i).
A useful form is with (p, q, r) = (4, o, 4). Then
The expectations of the generation means become
again in accordance with equation (i). This form has the important property that when a generation is selfed the mean of the resulting generation has an expectation derived from its parent's expectation by changing /3 to 43.
Reverting to our analogy between genetical and statistical experiments we see that we can overcome to some extent the lack of comparability of statistical experiments in our analogous genetical populations and can relate parameters defined in different populations. Clearly, if these three forms are corrected for epistasis with the same value oft (or 1), different estimates of dominance must result.
Our approximation to epistasis-free expectations will, therefore, If epistasis is ignored the estimate of x1 is
and the expectations on this three-parameter model are
The test of goodness of fit is x2 = y'E-ly_y'E--lC11* and the variance matrix of the estimators is V(
The expectation of the difference between observation and expectation on this three-parameter model is = I1C2x2 where I = I_C1V(*1*)C'1Et.
Evidently these differences are due entirely to epistasis and their type is the selfing experiment containing F, P', F1, F2, F3, etc., which supplies estimates of m, i, h and I but fails to separate d from j the latter occur only as d-j in P and F'. We give an example carried to F4 in jYicotiana rustica. Finally we describe tomato and wheat experiments involving the first six means, together with BS and BS' in the tomato experiment, or F3 in the wheat experiment.
(I) The 1940 data fit a non-epistatic model. However, if estimates of m, d and h together with i, 5 and I are computed they are closely correlated to those of the previous year and indeed 1 just reaches significance again. This suggests that the lack of evidence for epistasis in the second year is due to a rise in the error variance rather than to a change in the action of the genes. Jinks (1956) describes a diallel experiment on eight lines of .J\Iicotiana rustica containing parental, F1, F2 and backcross generations. Hayman (1957) The standard errors of each quantity are the same in every cross.
Since this F, F', F1, F2, B and B' experiment with error variances E, E1, E2 and EB in the four generations is probably the most important of our experiments we give here the detailed expansion of the previous matrix formulas. When epistasis is absent, or is ignored, the estimates of m, d and h are 2E2?ñ* = 2E2EE(P+P'+2F1) + (E +2E1) (EBF2 +E2(B +B')) (Ep+4EB)d* 2EB(PP') +Ep(B-B') E2* = 2E2EB(2F1-P-P') +E1EB(2F2-P-F') + 2E1E2(B+B' -P-P') +EPEB(Fl -F2) + The test for epistasis is a x2 with three degrees of freedom which may be written {E(P+P' +2F, -4F2)2+2E2(P+P' +2F, -2B -2B')2+ (E +2E,) (2F2 -B -B')2}/4E2 + (P-F' -2B+2B')2/(2Ep+8En)
The squared terms are linear combinations of the A, B and C used by Mather (ig) to test for epistasis.
When epistasis is present the six parameters provide an exact fit to the generation means and their estimates are
Since these equations do not involve the error variances they were also used with the previous data of Powers. The expected variances and covariances of the parameters are linear combinations of the error variances. For example,
The first two Xicotiana rustica crosses in table i B exhibit epistasisi and 1 types in the first and i and j types in the second. All three show dbminance, but not necessarily additive, variation-which is not surprising in experiments selected for heterosis. At the right of the table are the expectations in terms of i, j and 1 of the differences between observed and expected means. The relative importance of the three kinds of epistasis to these deviations can be seen at a glance.
We can compare these results with Hayman's (1957) results based on parental, F1 and F2 data alone. Hayman classified crosses as complementary epistatic, non-epistatic or duplicate epistatic : in a non-epistatic cross the F2 mean lay midway between the midparent and the F, mean, in a complementary cross the F2 mean was nearer to the midparent and in a duplicate cross nearer to the F, mean, the deviations of the F2 mean from the midway point being proportional to 2i+l in our present notation. It is clear from table lB that i X2
would be complementary, 3 X4 duplicate and 4 X5 non-epistatic on this system of classification.
The addition of backcross information reveals a more complicated situation. Whereas in tomato data in table IA the backcross deviations followed the F2 deviations, here the epistatic deviations in the backcrosses are generally opposite to those in the F2 and there are also differences between the two backcrosses themselves. The simple one-way classification breaks down and a three-way classification in terms of i, j and 1 is necessary. SEPARATION OF EPISTATIC VARIATION 381 It also follows that the relationship between epistasis and heterosis.
cannot be as simply characterised as in Hayman's (1957) paper. Comparisons between the midparent deviation on the one hand and either the F1, F2 or mean backcross deviations on the other hand should reveal the effect of epistasis on apparent dominance, or more correctly on heterosis since all three crosses were selected as heterotic. Now for statistical reasons the difference between observation and expectation for the midparent happens to be the same as the difference for theF1 in this experiment (see final column of table IB) so that we must turn to the F2 and mean backcross for information.
The deviations in F2 are in agreement with Hayman's (1957) classification, viz. in i X2 epistasis depresses the F2 relative to the midparent, in 3 4 it enhances it while in 4 X5 it leaves it unaffected. The deviations in the mean backcross are just opposite in sign to the F2 deviations in i X2 and 3 ><4. and, of course, negligible in 4 X5. The evidence from these three crosses supports Hayman's (1957) conclusion that, in Js/icotiana rustica, heterosis may be enhanced or diminished by epistasis or may occur independently of it. Three of the parameters, m, d and j and the difference h-i are stilt estimated correctly but h and i, separately, and I are disturbed by epistatic linkage terms. It is not possible to determine the two extra terms which have appeared here by adding later generations because the powers of p are higher, and these two extra terms do not appear,. in the expectations of later generation means (Hayman, 1954a) . Table 2 contains the mean heights and standard errors of each family or generation of the cross i X2 and its descendants in the two years.
The expectations of the means may be written
where d' = d-j. Only five parameters can be estimated from this A x2 with three degrees of freedom tests for epistasis and a with one degree of freedom for linkage or trigenic epistasis. In 1955 digenic epistasis is present and fig. i shows the relations between the various expectations. The full line joins the midparent and the other successive generation means. Heterosis is marked here. The broken line joins expectations derived from the best fitting simple m, d and h model. The dotted line joins expectations on the complete five-parameter model. The epistatic terms account well for the failure of the generation means to fall with inbreeding as they should on a simple dominance model. Epistasis is responsible for some of the heterosis because the excess of the F1 over the midparent is significantly less for the three-parameter expectations than for the observed means.
In 5954 even the five-parameter model fails to account for the variation between the generation means. It appears that epistasis is suppressing heterosis in the F1 but a more comprehensive model might reveal Before passing on to other experiments it is interesting to draw together the information about the incidence of epistasis in the J"/zcotiana rustica cross i ><2. In 1952 and 1953 this cross was grown in the form of our experiment i as part of a diallel experiment of Jinks (1956) while in 5954 and 1955 it was grown by ourselves in the form of our experiment 2 as part of a small diallel experiment. We Table 3 contains the means of these two characters in each family or generation.
The x2 with five degrees of freedom supplies some evidence (P = SEPARATION OF EPISTATIC VARIATION 385 JO5) for epistasis in both characters. None of the epistatic parameters i, j and 1 is actually significant in either character but some linear
•combinations of them must be; for example, those combinations of i, j and I which form the differences between observation and expectation on the three-parameter model in generations B', BS', and possibly F, are significant.
The similarity between the epistasis in the characters W/L and W/F has a simple explanation in terms of Powers' third character, number of locules (NL). If the non-normality of the parental and F1 distributions of log(NL) is ignored the x2 with five degrees of freedom can be computed for this character, too. This reveals no evidence of epistasis. Now log(W/F) is the sum of log(W/L) and log(NL) so that epistasis in log(W/F) should be similar in nature to epistasis in log(W/L). Dominance, on the other hand, takes different signs in log(W/L) and log(W/F), reflecting the presence of dominance in log(NL). These conclusions agree with Powers' (1955) gene model. Table 4 contains the means and variances of each family families of the same kind (the two parents or the two backcrosses)
have similar variances which are pooled.
The upper half of the table shows that negative dominance amounting almost to heterosis is present in F1 but this reverses to positive dominance in F2, F3 and the backcrosses. This is indicative of the i-type of epistasis which appears in the lower hilf of the We have presented an investigation of the genetic variation in the family means of four experiments.
All these experiments can be tested for their fit to a simple additive and dominance genetic model. If this fit is bad three of the experiments (2, and 4) can be tested for their fit to a digenic epistatic model in which the genes are not linked.
In the absence of epistasis all the experiments provide estimates of additivity and dominance. When epistasis is present experiments I, 3 and 4 provide estimates of the three kinds of epistasis as well, but, as we have explained, the measures of additivity and dominance are no longer unique and are valid only in a particular genetic population. This means that the influence of epistasis on, for example, heterosis cannot be fully assessed although a comparison between observation and expectation on the three-parameter model gives some indication of this influence.
It would be a great advantage if an experiment could be designed in which the estimates of m, d and h were independent of epistasis. Quite apart from the difficulty in defining m, d and h in the presence of epistasis it is easy to see from equation (x) that such a design is not possible. In statistical terms the requirement is that m, d and h be orthogonal to i, j and 1 in the expectations of family means. Since the coefficients of m, i and I are all positive m cannot be orthogonal to i or 1.
With the ideal experiment unattainable it becomes more important to assess the accuracy with which the present experiments estimate and separate the various parameters. So as to compare the experiments on a standard basis we shall suppose that all observed means have unit error variances. Table 5 experiments, but all the other correlations are considerably reduced in the larger experiments and especially in the F3 experiment. In experiment 2, d and j are, of course, fully correlated and cannot be estimated separately but this is the best experiment for estimating h and i. It is also advantageous from a practical point of view with a species such as wheat where much labour is required to produce sufficient seed from a cross. SEPARATION OF EPISTATIC VARIATION 387 A more comprehensive measure of the information supplied by an experiment was proposed by Wilks (1932) . Just as the reciprocal of the variance of a single variable is a measure of the information about that variable Wilks suggests the use in the multivariate case of the reciprocal of the pth root of the determinant of the variance-covariance matrix of the p variables. This would measure the mean information per variable and is in effect the reciprocal of the geometric mean information and experiment 4 about 39 per cent, more information than experiment i. This is in line with our general discussion above and shows that the addition of the single F3 generation to experiment i is on the whole more informative than the addition of the two selfed backcross generations.
One reason for presenting so many experimental results has been to show that epistasis occurs widely and that it may be as important as additivity or dominance in genetic variation. Anderson and Kempthorne (1954) also give an example of our experiment 2 in which epistasis is as important as dominance.
The second reason is to show the variety of epistatic forms. Our i, j and 1, representing the influence of the three kinds of epistasis on means, may occur in any combination of sign and magnitude. In particular, experiment lB shows that epistasis may enhance or diminish heterosis. The third reason is to investigate the stability of epistatic effects under change of environment. The little evidence from tomato yield in experiment IA suggests stability of gene action from year to year. Height in .Nicotiana rustica, however, seems from a comparison of experiments lB and 2 on the cross i X2 to exhibit stability of dominance but instability of epistasis under seasonal variation. This was also Hayman's (1957) conclusion from 28 crosses grown in two years.
The experiments lead, therefore, to the expected result. Each species and each character has its own mode of action and interaction of the controlling genetic material.
The consequences of our theoretical discussions are not so simple.
We have seen that epistasis is an important component of genetic variability and that sufficiently large experiments permit accurate estimation of mean epistatic effects by simple statistical procedures.
Although opposing epistases will remain undetected the same is true of dominance and additivity so that our comparisons between the various modes of gene action are on an equitable basis. It should be more informative to measure mean square genetic effects but Hayman (1954a, 1955) has shown that the expectations of variances are complicated. Even in experiment 2 the expectations of variances in terms of digenic effects require eight components, and the inclusion of backcross generations would require even more components, unlike the situation with the means where the same six components suffice for all mating combinations descended from two inbred lines. Our measures of epistasis are probably some of the simplest and most reliable that may be devised. However, while we are able to detect and measure epistasis with some confidence, we have uncovered a problem in the proper description of the main effects (additivity and dominance). Earlier we approached this problem through a statistical analogy and now we shall propound a more genetical approach. Suppose that the two parents P and P' are genetically identical. Then the expectations of all the family or generation means are the same, say m, and the weighted average of these means is the best estimate of the level of expression of the single genotype involved in the experiment. Even if the parents were genetically different this estimate of m would still be a useful norm from which to measure the differences in expression of the various genotypes and, further, this estimate would be unique whatever the mode of gene action. Now suppose that P and P' differ by genes that do not interact nonallelically. Then we may arbitrarily take m to be the expectation of any mean, such as F2 in our case, or even of a hypothetical mean, such as the midparent, and add appropriate terms in d and h to complete the expectations of the other means. The estimates of d and h are unique but the estimate of m depends on the form of the expectations. Indeed, m no longer represents a norm of gene action but merely a particular (background) population such as F2, midparent, etc. d and h, while nominally defined on the basis of the same background population are independent of it because of the absence of epistasis. The expectations of the means derived from these m, d and h are also unique in spite of the arbitrary nature of m. Further, even if epistasis did occur amongst the genes by which P and P' differ, the uniqueness of the estimates, ignoring epistasis, of d and h and the corresponding expectations would still be preserved in this case the expectations would represent the nearest possible nonepistatic system and d and h the main effects in that system. These are the expectations from which we derive the differences in tables 1-4. The next step is to suppose that P and P' differ by genes exhibiting digenic, but no more complex, epistasis. Then the model of this paper applies : i, j and 1 are unique measures of epistasis with unique estimates but all three of m, d and h depend, in definition directly, and in their estimates indirectly through the form of the expectations, on an arbitrary background population. The expectations derived from the estimates of the six parameters are unique but m, d and h and expectations derived from their estimates have little use. If we proceed to the fourth stage and admit trigenic epistasis the argument moves up a further step. We add a final simple example from epistacy between two major genes. Here it is not possible to use the description A is dominant to a" without a qualification such as "only in the presence of the dominant allele B ". The implication of this general discussion is that when epistasis occurs main effects become somewhat intangible. As we have explained here, and as Hayman (i) has also explained in a slightly different context, the reason lies in our use of ordinary statistical constructs in the genetical situation with its relationships between individuals, laws of segregation, etc., that have no counterpart in ordinary statistical experiments. The complete separation of main effects from epistasis does not seem to be feasible and even a description of gene action jointly in terms of main effects and epistasis seems to be possible only where each gene and each possible genotype in the genetic system can be identified. Our method of considering the deviations of observation from the best-fitting non-epistatic model in terms of the epistasis actually present does, however, give some idea of the relationship between epistasis and additivity and dominance.
SUMMARY
Five experiments consisting of various descendants from two inbred lines from various species are described. The means of families or generations are influenced by epistasis, often to as great an extent as by additive or by dominance variation. This epistasis may be in the form of interaction between additive effects, between dominance effects or between additive and dominance effects, and all forms occur in various combinations and with varying sign.
The simplest experiment supplying information on additive, dominance and the three kinds of epistatic variation contains two 2B2 inbred lines and their F1, F2 and first backcross generations. Not all the genetic parameters are estimated with equal accuracy or without correlation and some improvement in accuracy and independence is gained by adding selfed backcross generations or even more by adding an F3 generation.
The measurement of additivity and dominance in the presence of epistasis is found to pose a problem. A measure of, say, dominance at a locus depends on the genetic state of other loci interacting with it, so that a unique measure of dominance can only be constructed by arbitrary specification of the state of the other loci. The difficulty can be avoided, but not entirely overcome, by finding the best-fitting (unique) non-epistatic model and considering its deviation from observation in terms of the epistasis present.
